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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN
CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

 

What is a Light-Community?

A Light-Community, My children, is that space chosen and raised by God, so that there humanity
can recover the spiritual principles and values thought of by the Creator in creating human beings.

A Light-Community is built first in the consciousness, then in the spirit, in the soul and in the heart
of those who intend to transform themselves so that God may make of their lives instruments of
peace.

When this divine principle is established in the consciousness and leads it to transformation, it also
reveals other spiritual aspects that had remained hidden.

A Light-Community manifests as a spiritual space in the ethers of the Earth, in places chosen by the
Creator to be pillars of peace, transformation and liberation for the planet.

A Light-Community is always sustained by Divine Grace and by His Holy Spirit, and the souls that
live in it, although they one day have made the decision of being there, were first summoned by the
Father within, because these souls, children, in spite of their errors and wrong paths, have offered
their redemption to God, for this is to be the engine of redemption and of transformation for the
entire human consciousness.

A Light-Community is the manifestation of God's Love for His children; the manifestation of His
hope that humanity may someday express His Divine Thought. For this, the Creator untiringly sends
His blessings, His Light and the Divine Rays that come from His Heart upon the Light-
Communities to renew the souls.

So that the Light-Communities may be what God thought, and so that souls may attain this Divine
Will, My children, every day you must obey a little more, serve a little more and love a little more.

The Light-Communities, raised by God as pillars upon the world, hold many mysteries, which even
those who live within them do not know: mysteries of the Divine Will, mysteries of the untiring
presence of God, sustaining the transformation and the effort of His children.

Today, My children, let your souls recognize the Plan and the Love of God for them. Recognize that
you were called by the Father to live a miracle of love; recognize that He Himself sustains you, in
each day, and that you only have to surrender to this endless Love.
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See in your lives the potential principles of the manifestation of a new life; see in the Light-
Communities the sun that will shine in the darkness of the Earth and on the horizon of the human
consciousness, announcing how the re-emergence of humanity must be, showing the way so that
beings may enter a new time: the Eternal Time of God.

I love you and today invite you to seek the spiritual mysteries that sustain and build the Light-
Communities: your homes on Earth.

I bless you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace

 


